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Sevenless, a Cell-Specific Homeotic Gene of
Drosophila, Encodes a Putative Transmembrane

Receptor with a Tyrosine Kinase Domain

ERNST HAFEN, KONRAD BASLER, JAN-ERIK EDSTROEM, GERALD M. RUBIN

Tthe determination of cell fates during the assembly ofthe
ommatidia in the compound eye ofDrosopbila appears to
be controlled by cell-cell interactions. In this process, the
sepenless gene is essential for the development of a single
type of photoreceptor cell. In the absence of proper
sevenlss function the cells that would normally become
the R7 photoreceptors instead become nonneuronal cells.
Previous morphological and genetic analysis has indicated
that the product of the sevenlss gene is involved in
reading or interpreting the positional information that
specifies this particular developmental pathway. The se-
venless gene has now been isola characterized. The
data indicate that sepenkss encodes a transmembrane
protein with a tyrosine kinase domain. This structural
similarity between sevenless and certain hormone recep-
tors suggests that similar mehanisms are involved in
developmental decisions based on cell-cell interaction and
physiological or developmental changes induced by dif-
fusible factors.

HE NERVOUS SYSTEM IS A HIGHLY ORDERED STRUCrURE
consisting of many cell types. Little is known about the
genetic control underlying the generation ofcellular diversity

and specificity during neural development. Two very different but
not exclusive mechanisms can account for the selection of distinct
cellular pathways. First, cells may be programmed in a lineage-
dependent manner by the asymmetric partitioning of determinants
during cell division. Different developmental pathways are then
selected in the daughter cells in response to the different locawlized
determinants. Such cell-lineage dependent mechanisms may account
for much ofthe development ofthe nematode Caenorhabditis ekgans
(1) and the mating type decision in the yeast Saccharomyces
cerevs'iae (2). Alternatively, cellular differentiation may occur in a
lineage-independent manner where the position that a cell occupies
in a developing field determines its fate. In this case, diffusible
substances, such as hormones, or interactions with adjacent cells are
the primary determinants ofcellular differentiation. In many cases, a
small group of cells, or even a single cell, selects a developmental
program different from that of its neighbors. Because of the spatial
specificity involved in such decisions, cues in the cell's local environ-
ment, such as a particular set of cellular contacts, most likely provide
the required positional information, rather than long-range diffus-
ible morphogens. Although the mechanisms used to read and
interpret such positional information are largely unknown, short-
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range cellular interactions are thought to be of principal importance
in a wide variety of developmental phenomena including classical
embryonic induction (3), regeneration (4), and the pathfinding of
axon growth cones during neuronal development (5).
The compound eye of Drosophia melanogaster is an attractive

system to study the mechanisms underlying lineage-independent
developmental decisions since it consists of a small number of
different cell types that develop in a lineage-independent manner (6-
13). The compound eye consists of a two-dimensional array of
approximately 800 ommatidia, or unit eyes. Each ommatidium
contains 20 cells: eight photoreceptor cells, four cone cells that build
the liquid-filled lumen underlying the lens, a sensory hair and nerve,
and three types of pigment cells that optically insulate each omma-
tidium. The eight photoreceptor cells, which can be divided into
three major classes (R1-R6, R7, and R8) based on morphology and
spectral sensitivity, are arranged in a trapezoidal unit that is precisely
repeated from ommatidium to ommatidium.
The compound eye develops from the eye imaginal disc during

the third larval instar and pupal period (7, 9, 10, 13). Until the last
larval instar, the eye imaginal disc consists ofan epithelial monolayer
of proliferating, undifferentiated cells. Over a period of approxi-
mately 2 days, the assembly of the ommatidial clusters proceeds in
an orderly, progressive wave from the posterior to the anterior of
the disc epithelium. Tightly associated with this process is a
morphological depression, the morphogenetic furrow, that moves
across the disc. Cells anterior to the furrow are undifferentiated; cells
posterior to the furrow become assembled into the developing
ommatidial clusters. The stereotyped assembly sequence and the
precise conservation of the cellular contacts within each indepen-
dently forming ommatidial unit indicate that cellular determination
occurs in response to direct cellular contacts or to diffusible mole-
cules with a range of only a few cell diameters (10). On the basis of
these observations, Tomlinson and Ready have suggested that a
cell's acquisition of a distinct identity depends on its contacts with
neighboring cells in the assembling ommatidium that already ex-
press a given identity (10). For example, the information that would
cue the R7 precursor for the R7 developmental pathway would be
its particular combination of cell contacts with the already deter-
mined, adjacent Rl, R6, and R8 precursor cells.
Attempts to isolate mutations that affect the R7 developmental

pathway have been based on the fact that the R7 cell is the only
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Fig. 3. The extent of the cloned DNA in the IOA-B region of the X
chromosome is shown. A simplified version of the cytological region
between lOA and lOB is depicted. The figure only includes the proximal
edge of the 1OAl,2 and the distal edge of the lOBl bands. The extent of the
various genomic clones used in the chromosome walk is shown. Distances
from the starting point of the walk, the microdissected clone MD 58, are
shown in kilobases. With the exception of the recombinant phage dm REI
which was isolated from a genomic library constructed from Canton-S flies
in EMBL4 (51), all lambda clones were isolated from a genomic library of
Canton-S DNA constructed in Charon-4 (21). The recombinant cosmid
clones were isolated from libraries (21) constructed in the cosPneo cosmid
vector. The relation between the clones was determined by hybridization
within the group and in situ hybridization to chromosomes.

on the position that the R7 precursor occupies in the developing
photoreceptor cell cluster, suggesting that the role ofthe sep product
is either to provide the required positional information or to read
these extracelliar clues. Genetic analysis has distinguished these
alternatives by showing that the mutant phenotype is cell autono-
mous, that is, the presence or absence of the R7 cell from the adult
ommatidium appears to depend only on the genotype of the R7
precursor cell itself (16, 17). The sev gene must therefore be active in
the R7 precursor cell to ensure proper R7 development, indicating
that its product functions in reading or interpreting the positional
information that elicits the R7 developmental pathway.
The analysis of the sep gene and its products should provide

information on the molecular mechanisms involved in selection of a
developmental pathway. Here we report the molecular cloning and
analysis of the sevenkss locus. Banerjee et al. have independently
isolated the sepenless gene, by a different method (18). DNA
sequence analysis of a complementary DNA (cDNA) clone suggests
that sev encodes a membrane-spanning protein with a large extracel-
lular domain and a cytoplasmic domain that exhibits a high degree
of homology with the tyrosine kinase domains of a number of
hormone receptors and proto-oncogene products. The structural
features of the putative sep protein imply a direct role for sevenkss in
signal transduction in the developing eye and suggest a model for
the mechanism of developmental decisions dependent on cellular
interactions.

Isolation of the sepetless gene. The seenless gene has been
cytogenetically mapped to the lOA1,2 polytene band on the X
chromosome (14, 19) (Fig. 1). We used the microdissection cloning
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method (20) to obtain chromosomal DNA from the vicinity of the
sevenkss gene. In this technique the chromosomal region containing
the desired gene is dissected from the polytene chromosomes
present in the salivary glands of third instar larvae and used as a
source ofDNA for constructing a library in a bacteriophage lambda
vector. Starting from a DNA segment obtained by microdissection
doning that mapped to the interband region between IOA1,2 and
1OB1,2 (Fig. 2A) overlapping cloned DNA's were isolated from
genomic DNA libraries constructed in bacteriophage lambda (21)
and cosmid vectors (21). The positions of the cloned DNA's with
respect to the chromosome map were determined by in situ
hybridization to salivary gland chromosomes (22). This analysis was
facilitated by the decondensed state ofthe chromosomal DNA in the
interband region from which these DNA's originate (Fig. 2, B to
D). For example, restriction fragments separated by only 30 kilo-
bases (kb) mapped to opposite ends of the 1OA-B interband region
(Fig. 2B). Approximately 110 kb of chromosomal DNA derived
from the interband between IOA1,2 and 1OB1,2 and the proximal
(with respect to the centromere) edge of 1OA1,2 band were cloned.
The extent of the different clones is shown in Fig. 3. Two
overlapping chromosomal deletions define the position of the gene
(19) (Fig. 1). The deletion Df(1)v6429 removes part of the IOAl,2
band, but does not affect sev gene function. However, the deletion
Df(1)ras v17Cc 8 which removes slightly more of the lOA1,2 band,
results in a sep- phenotype. Therefore at least part of the sepenlss
gene is located between the breakpoints of these two deletions on
the proximal side of the 1OA1,2 band. DNA from the distal
endpoint of the cloned region is deleted by the Df(1)v6429 as

- distal proximal-
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Fig. 4. A restriction map of the distal end of the doned region. The heavy
line represents 25 kb ofgenomic DNA encompassing the sev gene. Numbers
below the line indicate the distance in kilobases from the start of the
chromosome walk. Letters above the line represent restriction endonuclease
sites. E, Eco RI; B, Bam HI; H, Hind III; X, Xho I. The cross-hatched
arrows above the restriction map indicate the positions of the deletion
breakpoints that define sep as determined by whole genome DNA blots (23).
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The Df(l)ras v I7CcS breakpoint has been mapped to a restriction fragment
between 65.5 and 66.6 kb. The breakpoint for Df(1)v Wf9has been mapped
between position 71.3 and 72.7 kb. The extents of the cDNA clone cED3.1
and of the genomic fragment contained in hsPneosev-15 are indicated below
the line. The direction and approximate extent of the sev transcript are

indicated by the arrow above the restriction map.
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determined by in situ hybridization (Fig. 2, E and F). Since DNA
deleted in the Df(l)v64f29 does not affect the sev gene, the chromo-
somal region that we isolated must extend distally beyond the sev
gene (Fig. 1). A more precise mapping of the deletion breakpoints
that define the distal boundary of the sev gene was obtained by
hybridizing various cloned DNA segments from this chromosomal
region to blots of restriction enzyme digests ofDNA extracted from
the two deletion strains (23). The results of this analysis are
summarized in Fig. 4. The breakpoint of Df(1)v4f29 has been
mapped to a restriction fragment at position 71.3 to 72.7 kb. The
breakpoint of Df(l)ras v7CC8 which is associated with a sev- pheno-
type, has been mapped to between positions 65.5 and 66.6 kb. The
genomic region located between these two breakpoints is approximate-
ly 7 kb in length and must contain at least part of the sev gene.
Rescue of the sep phenotype by germlne transformation. To

determine the extent of the sev gene within the cloned region, we

Fig. 5. Rescue of the sev mutant phenotype by germline transformation. (A

to C) show the rhabdomere pattem of a wild-type fly, a sev fly, and a

sev;P[sev-15, CG418'] fly by the optical neutraliztion technique (26). The

white arrows indicate the R7 cell rhabdomere that is present in wild-type (A)
and transformant (C) but not sev (B) ffies. The different arrangement of the

trapezoids in (A) and (C) is due to the fact that the photographs have been

taken from different hemispheres of the eye, which exhibit a mirror image
symmetry and is not an effect ofs5ep. In (B) the mutant sev ommnatidium at the

top right shows seven instead of six rhabdomeres. Because of the vacant

position of R7, the R8 cell can occasionally move up and occupy the R7

position (16). (D and E) Radial plastic sections through the distal portion of

the retina ofasev fly and asep;P[sev-15, G4189] fly, respectively. The arrows

in (E) point to the rhabdomere of the R7 cell; no R7 cell rhabdomeres are

seen in the sev eye (D). The line of mirror image symmetry can be seen

passing through the bottom third of (E). In sections through the distal

region of the retina, no difference can be detected between the wild-type R7
cell and the R7 cell in the transformant. Serial sections through the entire

depth of the retina, however, have indicated that the trapezoidal arrange-

ment of the photoreceptors at the level of the R8 cell in the transformant is

not as well conserved as wild type. The reason for this difference is not

known', since all the cells including the R7 cell occupy their correct positions.

It is possible that the expression of the sev gene is not completely normal in

this transformant line; the availability of more transformned lines is necessary

to address this question.

Q>%

-C -0

.C= -

Fig. 6. An autoradiogram showing RNA
blot analysis of the sev transcripts. Po-
ly(A)+ RNA (4 ,ug) extracted from either
adult heads or bodies was size-fractionated
on an 0.8 percent agarose-formaldehyde
gel, transferred to GeneScreen Plus (Du-
pont) and hybridized with single-stranded
probes derived from the cED3.1 cDNA
clone (52). A single transcript of 8.2 kb is
detected in heads but not in RNA extract-
ed from bodies. The size of the RNA was
estimated by comparison with RNA size

*8.2 kb markers (BRL RNA-ladder).

used P element-mediated germline transformation (24) to test the
ability of a 15-kb genomic Eco RI DNA fragment (25) to comple-
ment the sep mutant phenotype. This fragment extends from 56 to
71 kb on the genomic map, includes the region between the deletion
breakpoints, and extends proximally approximately 8 kb beyond the
Df(l)ras v 7Cc8 breakpoint (see Fig. 4). This fragment was inserted
into the pUChsneo transformation vector that confers resistance to
the drug G418 (21) to generate the construct hsPneosev-15, which
was injected into wild-type embryos. The resulting adults were then
crossed to sev flies, and the offspring were selected on food
containing G418. One stably transformed line was obtained. A
single insertion of the hsPneosev-15 construct at 84C on the right
arm of the third chromosome was detected in this line by in situ
hybridization to polytene chromosomes of larvae resistant to G418.

Flies homozygous for sep and heterozygous for the hsPneosep-15
insertion were examined for the presence of R7 cells. The presence
or absence of the R7 cell can be detected in the intact eye with
appropriate illumination (26) or by exanining the arrangement of
photoreceptor cells in histological sections of the adult retina. When
the head is illuminated from the back, the rhabdomeres, the light-
sensitive membranes ofthe photoreceptor cells, serve as light guides
and reveal the regular arrangement ofthe photoreceptor cells in each
ommatidium, a pattern referred to as the pseudopupil (26). In the
wild-type eye the rhabdomeres of the outer photoreceptor cells
(R1-R6) are arranged in an asymmetrical trapezoid (Fig. 5A). The
R7 cell's rhabdomere is seen inside the trapezoid (arrow, Fig. 5A).
The R8 rhabdomere resides below R7 and is not visible with this
technique. In sev flies the absence of the R7 cell leads to a
pseudopupil with only the six rhabdomeres of R1-R6 (Fig. 5B).
The pseudopupil of a transformed fly is shown in Fig. 5C. The
rhabdomere pattern of the transformant is indistinguishable from
that of wild-type flies. Figure 5, D and E, shows tangential sections
through the apical portion ofthe retina of a sep and transformant fly,
respectively. The R7 cell is clearly visible in the transformed fly.
Thus it appears that the fragment used for transformation is
sufficient to complement the sev mutant phenotype, indicating that
the sepenkss gene is contained within this 15-kb DNA segment.
Expression of the sep gene. The cell autonomy of the sep

phenotype leads to the expectation that the sep gene is expressed in
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thedeveloping eyc disc. Inde, hy rit cDA
prepared from poly(A). -RNA.Acrted fiom ye tagin scs o
DNA blots of i ph and s om the c d
region deed a t d region kKated witin the 15-kb
famt hdat contns thesekss ge.Restricon f fom
this region did not hybridize to cDNA probes derived fiom either
wing disc RNA or tiSSUe cukr cel RNA sugge that this
region iss-elctively expsed in the eye'disc. In order to characteriz
the se transipt, we isolate several cDNA clones that were
homologou to this chrmoomal region (27). le bnge of dwhse
cDNA dories, cED3.1, was 6.3 kb and its posio on the goic
nap is shwn in Fig. 4. An RNA bbt in which equal a ofE
po(A)+ RNA tacted from aduk heads and bodies weehybrid-
ized with a singl-sanded pobe derived from dcD3.1 is shown in
Fig. 6. One major transcript of 8.2 kb was de in RNA
extracted from adult heads, but not in RNA fiom bodies. A
transpt of this size was also die in poly(A) RNA etacted
fiom total third instar imaginal discs. No transcript was se,
howceve, in RNA extcted firm idding discs or from whokl
org"anisms pnor to the third laral instar. he diction oftra ip
tion as deterined by hybrizowit singceStraned pres is
proximal to distal on the chromosome.,or fiom riht toWft in Fig.
4.
To de ine spatial tru of the up transcris, we

examined the accmulatiion the-Wsv RNAs by in situ hybridizaion
to tssue sections (28) of third instarlaae. A hoial secton of
the anterior third ofa wild-typetin larva is shown in briht-
and dark-fil im i in Fig. 7, A atid B, respectivey. This

T,Of- snil f0i7mu n-:!lw 7.spatial ditibto Poe tranri Ptsithrdiislav. toc
u sctions ofwild-typ ei rvae prpadd a des (28) ani

hybiized with a 2.4-kb genomic Hd l riction fr i drive
from positions 65.2 to 67.6 on the o map thtd trm u
labld by nicka . This probe ts homologous to the 8.2-kbse RNA
detected on RNA blots. (A and B) min brig a4 dark-
fieki illumination, respectively, of a h a o the anterior
dird ofa dtird instar larva. Specific tion ofsilvrgains is detectl
ovar cells in the eye inaginldiscs. No other tissuc exhbits kevels
of hiza (C) (B t-ficld) and (D) (dark-fild) show a s -
sectionthrough the centr nervou system and the i d of a.
dtird instar larva (E and F) Higher of a section Of

section has been hybridized with a tritium-labeled genomic resc-
t'ion famn that is homologous to the 8.2-kb sCv transcript
Specific accumulatn of sev transrpts was observed over the
bilateally paire eye imainal discs. No other site of hybridization
w d cted i larva. A sagittal section of the central nervous
em, icluding te eyc disc, is shown in Fig. 7, C and D.

Hybidi o e probe was observed over cclls of the eye
disc, but not i the brain or the vcntral nervous system. Because of
the ordered aTangements of the developing photoreceptor cell
dusters ithe tiid instar eye iminal disc, th differnt stages of
photoreceptor de pmet are displayed spaially along the anteri-
or -to postior Mis of the disc. A higher maifcton of a
horizotal section through an eye disc is shown in Fig. 7, E and F.
Ihc silr we not unrmly distributed over the entirc eye
disc epitheliun, but were localized apically ove the postenor two-
hirds of the disc epithelium. Ciells in the anterior third of the disc
did not contain significant levels ofS tra it. Ie arrow.inFg.
7E indicates the of the morphogeneric firrow. Cells
anerior to the morphogenetfic frrow are undifrcntiad and
randomly org ed, whereas cClls postror to th firow beco

dtodierentbode'velop n at ys anidb,eome orgnized
intb the omatidial clusters.We-detected se transipts around and
posterior to the- morphognetic furrow. Terefore, it apprs that
esgene exression begin as soon as the developmental program

for ommatidial assembly is initiated. The resolution of the in situ
hybridizatin techniquec is not sufficient to detrmine precisely
which ommatidial cells express the sw gene. However, it
appears dthitcwe cells tian just the R7 precur which constitnte

an ;+reis.The diffieit ,crna staes of :omidiadve tn
a tialydisplayed aong the posr nor.antenor ax. The arrow
t poston he o c fuw. (Wle the fiurrow itsf cannot be
dic seen inte sectis, its1 can be inferd based on the
poSiti4 at which the axon undle from the developig photoreceptor cells
emere *from the bal side of the disc.) Specific hybridizi is observed
over a of Celsin the apical region of the disc pithelim

ediay io the m o if w. Abbreviatios d,
antnnal of e al disc; br, brain; ed, ey imaginal disc,
nsf ;; fr,o np, neuropile; pv, proventriculus; sg, salivy
gblad tr,trachea wd, agirsrpresn 100
Pm. Anterior is to the lef-.
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only a small fraction ofthe cell mass in the apical region ofthe disc at
this stage, contain the seveness transcript.
Sev appears to encode an integral membrane protein with a

tyrosine kinase domain. The nucleotide sequence of the 6.3-kb-
cDNA cED3.1 was determined by means of the M13 dideoxy
sequencing technique (29). The 1.9-kb size difference beween this
cDNA clone and the sev transcript is probably due to incomplete
reverse transcription of the 5' end of the sev messenger RNA.
Sequence analysis of the 3' end of two shorter cDNA clones
indicated that they all terminate within 11 nudeotides ofeach other.
Although no long stretch of poly(A) was found at their 3' ends, the
sequence TATAAA, which resembles the consensus for the signal
for poly(A) addition was found 23 nucleotides from the end of the
cDNA with the longest 3' extent. A stretch offive A's represent the

last nucleotides of this cDNA, and it could represent a truncated
poly(A) stretch. Comparison of the restriction map of cED3.1 with
the corresponding genomic region revealed that the cDNA is largely
colinear with genomic sequences (Fig. 4). Sequence analysis of a
portion ofthe genomic DNA, however, has revealed the presence of
several small introns. For example, the Hind III site that is found in
the cDNA at a position corresponding to 70 on the genomic map
appears to have been created by the removal of an 80-bp intron. A
precise determination of the intron-exon structure of the sev gene
awaits the determination ofthe complete nucleotide sequence ofthe
corresponding genomic region.

Conceptual translation ofthis 6.3-kb cDNA revealed a single long
open reading frame of 6 kb continuing to the very 5' end of the
available sequence. Since the cED3.1 cDNA apparently lacks the first

sv 1501* [VEZ D[W L D F C N Tff Z IV KS LES8 R[L LMRVRAMSLZCOWCP YSS Z

ExR 541 QA NI CTGRaPD C QAYIDCP ClT CPACVMCCNNTLVW1Y AG
ss 120 gAW LJTG.QTCYTINPSNYVAPSD S IAZZ YSC ITMRZSZRLLLNP NPR

,eV 1551* RMJA Z P J VM3,P XiR'-.I S| 1 i0-v J p-apaa tv& a a1a lvt1 R V[EXRR RA X[]L[
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the predicted amino acid sequence of the putative sev
protein with those of three other proteins containing tyrosine kinase
domains. Only the last 493 amino acids ofthe sev proteins are shown. Amino
acids constituting the putative transmembrane sequences ofsev, c-ros, and the
EGF receptor are indicated by lowercase letters. Amino acids identical to sev
are in shaded boxes. Amino acids that are chemically similar are in open
boxes. The cellular homolog of the transforming v-ro sequence of avian
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sarcoma virus UR2, c-ro (32), epidermal hormone receptor, EGFR (33),
and the v-src oncogene of Rous sarcoma virus (34) are shown. The asterisks
next to the numbers of the sev amino acids are to emphasize that they
represent residue numbers from the start ofthe available sequence in cED3.1
and do not represent the actual amino acid number in the sev protein, since
the available sequence does not extend to the amino terminus of the putative
sev protein.
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1.9 kb ofthe sev transcript, the open reading frame probably extends
further upstream. Translation ofthe 6-kb open reading frame results
in a polypeptide of 1993 amino acids. The predicted molecular size
of the sev protein is therefore larger than 220 kD since cED3.1
apparently does not include the entire coding region.
The hydrophobicity profile (30) of the cED3.1 sequence reveals

one stretch of22 hydrophobic amino acids, which is long enough to
span a membrane. The hydrophobicity index (30) of this putative
transmembrane domain is 2.6; sequences with hydrophobicity
indices greater than 1.6 are considered to have a high probability of
being membrane spanning (30). The genetic analysis of the scv-
phenotype accommodates models predicting that the putative sev
protein is located on the cell surface. Thus, if this hydrophobic
stretch of amino acids is indeed used as a transmembrane domain,
we might expect sep to encode a protein consisting ofan extracellular
domain in excess of 172 kD, a transmembrane sequence, and an
intracellular domain of 45 kD.
Comparison of the deduced sev sequence with previously deter-

mined protein sequences (31) revealed a highly significant homolo-
gy of the carboxyl terminal region of the putative sep protein with
the tyrosine kinase domains encoded by several viral oncogenes and
hormone receptors. The carboxyl terminal portion of the predicted
protein sequence ofthe sev protein is shown in Fig. 8. This sequence
is compared to the sequence of c-rs (32), the EGF receptor (33),
and v-src (34). Shaded regions represent identities with the sev
protein, and open boxes represent conservative amino acid substitu-
tions. The strongest homology was found with c-ros, the cellular
homolog of the oncogene v-ros of the chicken UR2 retrovirus (32).
The putative sev protein shows 47 percent amino acid identity with
c-tw over a stretch of 367 amino acids that includes the putative
transmembrane and kinase domains. The highest degree ofhomolo-
gy between sev and other proteins is found in a 65-amino acid
section of the kinase domain; the putative sre and c-rw sequences
share 56 identical and 4 conserved residues in this region. In
addition to the high overall homology with other known tyrosine
kinase domains, several residues that have been shown to be
involved in specific aspects of the kinase activity are invariant. For
example, the lysine at position 1681 in the rep protein is conserved in
all kinases and has been shown to be involved in adenosine
triphosphate binding (35, 36). The tyrosine at position 1821 in srev
also is conserved. This residue has been shown to be the site of
highest autophosphorylation in some tyrosine kinases (36).
A model for the function ofthe sevenlks gene product. For the

EGF and insulin receptors increased tyrosine phosphorylation is
observed after the addition of the corresponding hormone (37, 38).
These observations have led to the proposal that the tyrosine kinase
acts as a mediator of signals received from the outside of the cell by
phosphorylation of other cellular proteins (36). On the basis of the
structural similarities of the putative sev protein with hormone
receptors, we propose that the sre protein directly reads positional
information specifying the R7 developmental pathway. In this
model, the large extacellular domain ofthe protein would recognize
the positional information that initiates R7 development. From
what is known about eye development (9-11, 15-17), we anticipate
that this information will be a unique combination of cellular
contacts made by the R7 precursor with its neighbors in the
assembling ommatidial duster. In response to these cellular interac-
tions, a signal would be transmitted into the cell by the action ofthe
tyrosine kinase. If this hypothesis is correct (39), sepenkss might
define a new class of tyrosine kinase-containing receptors that
interact with neighboring cells rather than diffusible factors.

If, as the above model predicts, sevenkss mediates the primary
signal in R7 cell determination, we would expect the sep protein to
be present not only in precursors to R7 cells, but also in a larger
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population of eye disc cells. However, its kinase would be activated
only in the R7 prescursor cell, since only this cell would receive the
correct positional information. Consistent with this hypothesis, we
believe that the number of eye disc cells that are labeled by in situ
hybridization to sre transcripts is too large to consist just of the R7
precursor cells. A precise determination of the number and type of
cells expressing the sre protein has to await the availability ofspecific
antibodies that should provide the required histological resolution.
Many developmental decisions such as embryonic induction, axon

guidance, and regeneration are thought to depend on similar cell-to-
cell communication. The structural analogies between the sepenkss
protein and certain hormone receptors suggests that developmental
pathway selections dependent on cell-cell interactions may involve
similar molecular mechanisms to physiological or developmental
changes induced by diffuisible factors. Some hormones, such as the
macrophage hormone CSF-1 (colony-stimulating factor) (40), share
with sep the property of acting to promote differentiation of a small
subpopulation of cells. However, hormone receptors respond to
diffusible ligands and many such receptors induce proliferation in
responding cells. In contrast, sev is active in postnitotic cells and is
most likely activated by cell-cell interaction.

In drosophila, a number of homeotic genes that control the
differentiation ofthe body segments ofthe larva and adult have been
identified (41). Molecular analysis of these homeotic genes has
revealed the presence of a conserved protein domain that appears to
be involved in DNA binding (41). These observations have led to
the hypothesis that such homeotic genes control developmental
pathways by directly binding to DNA, thereby altering gene
expression and maintaining the stable inheritance ofthe determined
state (41). In contrast, sev appears to alter developmental fate by
mediating cellular communication and may only indirectly regulate
gene expression. In both cases, however, mutation of the gene
results in the homeotic transformation of the cells that normally
depend on its function. In the case ofse, the R7 precursor develops
into a cone cell, and in the case of the homeotic genes controlling
segmentation one segmental structure is replaced by another.
As part of the effort to understand the role of cellular proto-

oncogenes containing tyrosine kinase domains a number of dro-
sophila genes homologous to vertebrate oncogenes or hormone
receptors have been isolated including c-src (42), the EGF receptor
(43), and the insulin receptor (44). So far no mutations have been
identified in any of these genes. Therefore, scr provides the first
example of a genetically identified function for a cellular tyrosine
kinase.
Our molecular analysis supports the model proposed for the

assembly of the ommatidium (10) and encourages further genetic
analysis of the R7 developmental pathway. The scvnless gene is the
only gene that has been found in screens for nonlethal mutations
affecting R7 cell development, although only one-fifth of the
genome has been examined. The current working hypothesis for
ommatidial assembly predicts the existence of additional compo-
nents that might be identified by mutational analysis. For example,
mutations in genes that encode the ligand recognized by the sev
protein should also result in the absence of an R7 cell. However, in
contrast to sev, such a mutation would not be cell autonomous, since
the positional information is specified not by the R7 precursor but
by its neighbors. In addition, the identification of other cell-
autonomous mutations might define genes that act in the R7
precursor in response to the activation ofthe scrv protein. In this way
it might be possible to identify the substrates of the sev tyrosine
kinase that are involved in transmitting the signal within the cell.
Three other genes involved in the selection of developmental

pathways, lin-12, Notch, and decapentapkgic, encode products that
show homology to proteins involved in hormonal regulation and
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cellular communication. The lin-12 gene, a cell-specific homeotic
gene in the nematode C. ekegans influences the development of a
small number of cells that participate in vulval development (45).
The Notch locus of drosophila is required for the selection of
ectodermal cells into the epidermal as opposed to the neurogenic
pathway (46). The decapentaplegic gene complex is required for
proper formation of dorsal structures in the developing drosophila
embryo and for proper morphogenesis ofthe imaginal discs (47). Its
putative protein product shows homology to the members of the
transforming growth factor-p (TGF-P) gene family (48). The
products of both Notch and lin-12 contain repeats of an EGF-like
sequence similar to those found in the EGF precursor (49, 50),
suggesting that these proteins could perform their functions by
binding to specific receptors on other cells. Perhaps the positional
cues that are recognized by the sevenlss gene product are Notch-like
or lin-12-like molecules on adjacent cells.
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